Bridging the distance:
Mobile Mentorship for Vulnerable Girls in India
Empowering face-to-face mentoring relationships for over 3,500 youth, across 5 cities.
We’re a technology organisation
MENTOR TO GO
An android application

A call-routing system

An android application

A management interface with analytics

IVR feedback
What’s new about Mentor To Go?

Caters to users with smartphones and basic phones too.

Combines digital activity with on-the-ground support.

Multi-channel solution with voice, text, IVR and app.
A mentee’s journey
A mentee’s journey
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Let’s take a closer look at the mentor’s experience.
A mentor’s journey

Apply now
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Relationship Stages

Connect

Level

Empower

Evolve
Activities

- Breaking the Ice
- Let’s talk about Life Skills - Part 1
- We are All Unique
- Emotion Mirrors - Part 1
Who Am I

Last discussed on Thu, Apr 13, 2:00pm

VIEW CALL NOTES
Enhance social relationships and emotional well-being.

Improve cognitive skills through instruction and conversation.

Promote positive identity development via role models.
Time for your call

Thu, Apr 13, 2:00pm
Finding out your Strengths and Weaknesses

ACTIVATE CALL
I feel like we made some real progress today! The activity was challenging at first, for both of us. But we stuck with it and I feel like we really made a personal connection.

**YOUR MENTEE'S MOOD**

Happy
What we’ve learned so far

Plan for scale from the start. Figure out your costs for the pilot and beyond.

Involve the people who will actually use the technology in the decisions you make.

Tech development ALWAYS takes longer than you think it will.
Scale-up  
Evolution  
Adaptation
We’d like to share quick video about the program
Thank you
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